CAN YOU
SPOT YOUR
SUPERFANS?

Use the holiday season to discover
and delight the high-value shoppers
who will stay loyal all year round
Responsible Retail

With creativity and ingenuity around the store
footprint, retailers have an opportunity to leverage
the surge in foot traffic not only to increase holiday
revenues, but also to find those special customers
who will be the loyal ones they depend on all year.
Jill Standish, Senior Managing Director, Accenture
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Engaging superfans for
the holidays and beyond
As retailers prepare for a
strong holiday season, there
is a lot to be positive about.
Accenture’s annual Holiday
Shopping Survey shows most
consumers are feeling good
about their holiday spending,
with around six in every seven
shoppers planning to spend
the same or more than they
did last year.
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But retailers know they must sustain this seasonal
success across the whole calendar year. The
leaders recognize that a clear brand purpose
and greater customer-centricity is the best way to
get the most valuable consumers—the superfans—
to buy into the brand beyond the holidays.
It’s a tough proposition for many retailers who
still struggle to generate the right kind of detailed
consumer insights—and then translate them into
a “humanized” form with a profitable, purposeled strategy the whole business can center itself
around. But it’s a challenge no retailer can avoid.

Accenture’s 2019 survey reveals some significant
evolutions in consumer preferences. In particular,
the desire for retailers to be sustainable and
responsible businesses is increasingly influential
on purchasing decisions. And despite the hype
around e-commerce, bricks-and-mortar shopping
is still very important to consumers.
Retailers must be aware of these shifting
consumer patterns or they will find themselves
in misalignment with the customer cohorts they
really need to attract—those with the highest
lifetime value to the brand—not only over the
holiday period, but in the long term.

The new green deal
Consumers are trading retail frills
in favor of sustainable shopping
It should come as no surprise that
in today’s climate-focused world,
sustainability is a deal breaker for
more and more consumers. Shoppers
are increasingly willing to trade retail
extras like next-day shipping and even
product packaging in favor of greater
environmental responsibility.
Accenture’s survey shows that over half of
consumers want to see clear labeling to
back up a product’s sustainability claims. A
significant number also want to reduce the
carbon impact of their online purchasing—
whether through slower shipping, less
packaging, or buying second hand.
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In fact, nearly half of consumers say
environmental factors are important in
choosing which retailer to shop with in
the first place.
This trend is particularly evident in
fashion, where fashion waste (apparel
bought for a single occasion and worn
only once) is increasingly a no-no for a
consumer base focusing on the circular
economy. As a result, more consumers
are favoring rentals over outright
purchases, with nearly a quarter saying
they’re likely to rent rather than buy clothes
for their holiday parties—rising to a third of
older millennials.

We’ve entered the era of
responsible retail where
consumers are becoming
more environmentally and
socially conscious, and
will increasingly turn to
brands that not only talk
about responsibility—but
demonstrate it through
their business practices.
Jill Standish,
Senior Managing Director, Accenture

Time to refocus
on responsibility
It’s all part of a growing demand for retailers to be responsible businesses.
And it goes deeper than just the environment. More than half of consumers
think retailers also have a responsibility to address wider social issues through
their business practices and working conditions, and nearly as many will
decide who to shop with on this basis. How many retailers can honestly say
they’re ready for that level of transparency?
The need for responsibility also extends into individual customer
relationships. Consumers want retailers to take their privacy and security
obligations seriously, especially when it comes to their data. That’s not a new
expectation, but in a retail environment increasingly reliant on customer
data, it’s a vital consideration. Walmart, for example, moved to demonstrate
how seriously they take customer data by creating a new Chief Counsel of
Digital Citizenship.1
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Let’s get physical
Environmentally focused shoppers
still love browsing—and buying—
in store
Contrary to received wisdom, bricks-and-mortar
shopping has a long future ahead. With carbonconscious consumers increasingly favoring in-store
pick-ups over expedited home delivery, this remains
a critical retail channel. Indeed, Accenture’s research
shows consumers expect to do around half their
holiday shopping in store this year.
Importantly, those consumers are significantly
more likely to say they’d purchase in store—not just
browse. That implies fewer people are treating retail
stores as showrooms for their later online purchases.
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While having a strong online proposition
has become table-stakes, physical stores
will still play an important role in the
future. Retailers need to carefully plan their
strategy for customer service, including labor,
assortment and allocation of inventory.
Jill Standish,
Senior Managing Director, Accenture

Rethinking
the retail store
This trend is great news for physical retail—providing it can be sustained. If
retailers can align their store footprints with their strategies for customer service,
online fulfillment, labor, assortment, and inventory allocation—while delivering
an in-store experience that truly reflects the brand purpose—they should be well
positioned to build on the holiday surge in the year ahead.
Look at how some retailers are rethinking their stores as convenience-focused
brand experiences. Kroger customers can now pick up their orders in participating
Walgreens.2 Whole Foods offers in-store bars where customers can grab a beer
while they shop.3 And Dish & DUER even provides an in-store playground.4
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Innovating promotions
for the individual shopper
A note of caution: the biggest driver of in-store purchasing is still price. And the
blanket one-size-fits-all discounting that used to get customers to buy in store needs
to be managed carefully or it can easily spin out of control and hit profits hard.
Imagine being able to offer precision promotions for a specific customer, at a
specific moment in a specific store, based on real-time inventory, plus a granular
understanding of each customer’s value to the business. It might sound radical
for retail, but differentiated and dynamic pricing for a specific SKU is already
established practice for airlines and hotels.
A complex challenge? Undoubtedly. But this is the kind of creative in-store innovation
that retailers need to display in today’s hyper-competitive, low-margin environment.
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Find your superfans
Retailers must focus on the high-value customers
who will truly buy into the brand purpose
Retail companies are having to adjust to
a much more complex and challenging
consumer landscape. To adapt, they must
use every opportunity—and especially
the holiday shopping surge—to identify
and attract the consumer cohorts who
will really buy into the brand purpose and
become highly loyal, highly profitable
customers for the long haul.
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This is where a retailer can find its
next generation of brand superfans:
the hyper-engaged customers
who deliver the most value to the
business over their lifetimes either
directly (through their own spending)
or indirectly (by acting as a brand
advocate with the high-value cohorts
retailers need to attract).

How to spot your superfans
Brand superfans come in two flavors—
financial and social—each offering their
own value to the business.
Financial superfans invest their money in a brand.
Identify them by analyzing customer profitability at
the individual level (regularity of spend, ratio of full
price/discount purchases, etc.).
Social superfans invest their time and social capital.
Spot them by cross-referencing social interactions
(online reviews, social media, etc.) and the audience
profile they speak to.

What makes a
superfan special?
Most likely, these high-potential customers will look very much like the most
valuable customers a retailer already has. To identify them, companies still need
to get much more proactive and forensic about customer data to understand
who they are and what makes them unique.
In doing so, a retailer can identify the patterns of superfan behavior—the
products they buy, the channels they prefer and the way they respond to
promotions or special services. Armed with these insights, retailers can then
develop strategies to attract the next generation of superfans.
After all, not all customers have a positive impact on profitability. Identifying
those that do—the ones that deliver positive value over their lifetime—will
significantly impact retail profits in the long run.
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Cultivating the
customers that count
Once found, these special customers also need
to be nurtured carefully. That includes rewarding
their loyalty with fresh thinking and new tactics.
For example, by replacing tired, traditional
points-based programs with responsible, mobileenabled, customer-focused concepts, retailers
can strike a new kind of value bargain with these
customers: a hyper-convenient, personalized
digital experience in return for new insights into
consumer preferences and behavior.
Look at how Starbucks reinvented their loyalty
program with a new mobile app, offering
customers extreme convenience (order on the
app and pick up in store) in return for a raft of
new insights into their purchasing behavior.
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If retailers can translate this level of data and
analytics sophistication into a human-centric
form the whole workforce can get behind, they
can orient their entire businesses around the
consumers with the greatest lifetime potential.
When combined with a clear brand purpose
centered around demonstrable transparency and
responsible retail, this is an extremely powerful
strategy to help retailers deliver enhanced
profitability, not just over the holiday period but
long into the future.
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